2D/3D Heterostructure for Semitransparent Perovskite Solar Cells with Engineered Bandgap Enables Efficiencies Exceeding 25% in Four-Terminal Tandems with Silicon and CIGS
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Wide-bandgap perovskite solar cells (PSCs) with optimal bandgap ($E_g$) and high power conversion efficiency (PCE) are key to high-performance perovskite-based tandem photovoltaics. A 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure passivation is employed for double-cation wide-bandgap PSCs with engineered bandgap ($1.65 \text{ eV} \leq E_g \leq 1.85 \text{ eV}$), which results in improved stabilized PCEs and a strong enhancement in open-circuit voltages of around 45 mV compared to reference devices for all investigated bandgaps. Making use of this strategy, semitransparent PSCs with engineered bandgap are developed, which show stabilized PCEs of up to 25.7% and 25.0% in four-terminal perovskite/c-Si and perovskite/CIGS tandem solar cells, respectively. Moreover, comparable tandem PCEs are observed for a broad range of perovskite bandgaps. For the first time, the robustness of the four-terminal tandem configuration with respect to variations in the perovskite bandgap for two state-of-the-art bottom solar cells is experimentally validated.

1. Introduction

Hybrid organic-inorganic lead halide perovskite semiconductors with the chemical formula $\text{APbX}_3$—where A is a large cation (e.g., methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA), and/or Cs) and X is a halogen anion (e.g., I and/or Br)—exhibit a continuously tunable bandgap ($E_g$) from 1.5 to 2.3 eV by simply varying the iodide to bromide ($X = \text{I}_y\text{Br}_{1-y}, 0 \leq y \leq 1$) or cation ratio in the crystal structure.[1–3] The high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) combined with the ability to engineer the bandgap make this class of materials an excellent candidate for the wide-bandgap top absorber layer in low-cost tandem solar cells.[4–7] Simulations promise PCEs of $>33\%$ when combining wide-bandgap PSCs with established low-bandgap photovoltaic technologies such as crystalline silicon (c-Si) or copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) in a tandem configuration,[8–14] which is well above even the theoretical efficiency limit of market-dominating single-junction c-Si solar cells (29.6%),[15] promising to further reduce the levelized cost of electricity of photovoltaics.[16]

Perovskite-based tandem solar cells combine a wide-bandgap semitransparent perovskite top solar cell that absorbs the high-energy photons with a low-bandgap bottom solar cell that absorbs the transmitted low-energy photons in different configurations. In the two-terminal (2T) configuration, both solar cells are monolithically integrated, while in the four-terminal (4T) configuration the two cells are mechanically stacked, each offering its distinct...
advantages and disadvantages. The 2T architecture bears the advantage of requiring only one transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer which induces parasitic losses. However, it also implies a series connection of both subcells, which requires the development of a recombination or tunnel junction as well as current matching to maximize the PCE and, in turn, limits the bandgap combinations. For example, c-Si bottom cells ($E_g = 1.1$ eV) require a perovskite top cell with $E_g \approx 1.73$ eV and optimized absorber thickness for optimal energy harvesting. In addition, conformal coating of the various thin-films in the device stack of PSCs with thickness < 1 μm on top of commercially available textured c-Si or rough CIGS substrates is required, which poses a major challenge for fabrication. In contrast, in the 4T configuration each subcell can be operated independently at its maximum power point (MPP), which allows process simplicity and reduces the constraints on top cell bandgap and thickness. When combined with c-Si bottom cells, high tandem PCEs are generally achievable with a broad range of perovskite bandgaps around $(1.8 \pm 0.2)$ eV. At the same time, this configuration requires an additional inverter, or voltage-matching of the subcells to obtain a voltage-matched 2T-module, and it is harder to minimize parasitic absorption and reflectance losses (e.g., caused by additional TCOs, charge transport and optical spacer layers). A three-terminal (3T) configuration could combine the advantages of monolithic integration (low parasitic absorption) and independent operation at the MPP (no current matching required), potentially outperforming the 2T and 4T configurations. A first experimental proof-of-concept of 3T perovskite/c-Si tandem solar cells has only recently been reported. It should be noted that the above mentioned interrelations are not only relevant for the PCE, but also for the energy yield under realistic solar irradiation conditions. Energy yield modeling confirms the minor constraints of the top cell bandgap in the 4T configuration; however, no detailed experimental examination employing real prototype 4T tandem solar cells with different bottom cells has been performed so far.

To date, the most efficient perovskite-based tandem solar cells have been realized using PSCs on top of low-bandgap c-Si or thin-film CIGS solar cells. Record PCEs of up to 29.1% (perovskite/c-Si, 2T), 27.7% (perovskite/c-Si, 4T), 23.3% (perovskite/CIGS, 2T), and 25.9% (perovskite/CIGS, 4T) have been reported for different architectures and configurations. The strong contrast between simulated (≈33%) and experimental tandem device performance is mainly due to various optical and electrical losses that reduce the PCE of today’s prototype tandem solar cells. These losses encompass: i) optical losses, that is, reflection at the various interfaces and reduced transmission of the top cell due to parasitic absorption in the near-infrared (NIR) region within the layers; and ii) electrical losses such as recombination losses, for example, non-radiative trap-assisted recombination, and imperfect contact properties. Various strategies to reduce optical losses in tandem solar cells have already been suggested, including optimization of the thicknesses and optical properties of the various layers, as well as implementation of additional layers, micro- and nanotextures, textured foils, and anti-reflection coatings. Unfortunately, despite significant advances in developing phase-stable and high-efficiency wide-bandgap PSCs with $E_g > 1.7$ eV (APBi$_{1-y}$Br$_y$, $y \approx 0.3$) in recent years, these Br-rich perovskite compositions suffer from severe recombination losses. A common issue is photo-induced phase segregation and subsequent funneling of charge carriers into iodide-rich lower bandgap regions acting as radiative recombination centers. In addition, a higher density of defect states and stronger interfacial recombination (e.g., due to energy level offsets) have been proposed to increase non-radiative recombination losses. Finally, the concentration of vacancy defects and strength of phase segregation seem to be directly linked to each other. All these factors result in a larger open-circuit-voltage ($V_{OC}$) deficit (defined by $E_g/(q - V_{OC})$ for wide-bandgap PSCs ($> 0.5$ V) as compared to state-of-the-art low-bandgap PSCs ($= 0.35–0.4$ V), negating a linear increase of $V_{OC}$ with increasing bandgap. One popular approach to reduce the $V_{OC}$ deficit is to deposit a large organic cation on the surface of a 3D perovskite film, which acts as a 2D passivation agent and/or improves the energetic alignment with the charge transport layer. In this regard, we have recently developed a novel 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure fabricated by spin-coating a $n$-butylammonium bromide (BABr) on top of a wide-bandgap double-cation perovskite absorber with $E_g = 1.74$ eV (FA$_{0.8}$Cs$_{0.2}$Pb(I$_x$Br$_{1-x}$)$_4$), resulting in a record $V_{OC}$ of up to 1.31 V for this bandgap and an improved stabilized PCE of up to 19.4%. In this work, we build on the previously demonstrated high-performance wide-bandgap PSCs with 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure and employ them in a 4T tandem configuration in combination with high-efficiency c-Si and CIGS bottom solar cells. We engineer the bandgap of the perovskite top solar cell to identify the best configuration for the 4T prototype devices. Irrespective of the bandgap of the double-cation perovskite absorber, PSCs with 2D/3D heterostructure exhibit reduced non-radiative recombination losses, leading to greatly enhanced open-circuit voltages and PCEs. Finally, mechanically stacked 4T perovskite/c-Si and perovskite/CIGS tandem solar cells reach high efficiencies over a broad range of perovskite bandgaps with champion stabilized PCEs of 25.7% and 25.0%, respectively.

### 2. Results and Discussion

#### 2.1. Material Properties of 2D/3D Perovskite Heterostructure and Photovoltaic Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells with Engineered Bandgap

First, we demonstrate that our recently published strategy to enhance the performance of wide-bandgap double-cation PSCs with a 2D/3D heterostructure, which is processed by spin-coating BABr dissolved in isopropanol (2 mg mL$^{-1}$) on top of the perovskite absorber layer, is compatible with a broad range of perovskite bandgaps. Five different bandgaps of bulk 3D perovskite (FA$_{0.8}$Cs$_{0.2}$Pb(I$_x$Br$_{1-x}$)$_4$) are studied by varying the amount of bromide ($0.24 \leq y \leq 0.56$) in the precursor...
solution, resulting in a bandgap shift from \( \approx 1.65 \text{ eV (}\gamma = 0.24\text{)} \) to \( \approx 1.85 \text{ eV (}\gamma = 0.56\text{)} \) with steps of \( \Delta E_g = 0.05 \text{ eV} \) (see Tauc plots and UV–vis absorbance spectra in Figure S1, Supporting Information). X-ray reflectivity (XRD) patterns of bulk 3D perovskite exhibit a shift toward larger diffraction angles with increasing bandgap due to the increased Br content in the films which results in a lattice contraction (Figure S2, Supporting Information).[9] The 3D XRD patterns are unchanged upon spin-coating BABr on top, consistent with our previous work new diffraction peaks at \( 2\theta = 45.5^\circ \) and \( 9^\circ \) are observed, resulting from a very thin 2D Ruddlesden–Popper (2D-RP) film formed on top of the double-cation perovskite films.[10] This interpretation is further supported by top-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, which reveal a slight modification of the surface texture of perovskite films with 2D/3D heterostructure for all bandgaps (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Such a surface texture has also recently been observed in another study in which a different large cation doping Information). Such a surface texture has also recently been observed in another study in which a different large cation (FEAI) was used for surface treatment.[94]

In order to investigate the effect of the 2D/3D heterostructure on the photovoltaic parameters, opaque PSCs in planar n-i-p architecture and the layer stack glass/ITO/nanoparticle-based SnO\(_2\) (np-SnO\(_2\))/FA\(_{0.83}\)Cs\(_{0.17}\)Pb\((\text{I}_{1-x}\text{Br}_x)\)/2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis (N, N’-di-p-methoxy phenylamine)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (spiro-MeOTAD)/Au with and without 2D/3D heterostructure are fabricated. The \( V_{OC} \) of the 3D reference devices increases linearly from 1.13 to 1.22 V in the bandgap range from 1.65 to 1.74 eV, however, with further bandgap a saturation and subsequent reduction of \( V_{OC} \) is observed (Figure 1a). The enhanced \( V_{OC} \) deficit in PSCs employing high bromide contents is commonly observed in literature and attributed to increased recombination losses in wide-bandgap PSCs.[3,51,75,81] Impressively, PSCs with 2D/3D heterostructure demonstrate an enhancement in \( V_{OC} \) of \( \approx 45 \text{ mV} \) for all studied bandgaps compared to the 3D reference devices (Figure 1a). We mainly attribute this enhancement to reduced non-radiative recombination losses by formation of a 2D-RP interlayer, which passivates the surface of the 3D double-cation perovskite layer.[94,99] Furthermore, the widening of the bandgap at the film surface due to the 2D material with a wider bandgap might lead to a better energetic alignment with the charge transport layer and hence reduced interfacial recombination.[97] as proposed by several recent studies.[83,92,100–103] However, a detailed experimental analysis of all these factors is beyond the scope of the current work. Importantly, the relative enhancement in \( V_{OC} \) and PCE is independent of the perovskite absorber bandgap and to our knowledge this is the first time an effective 2D passivation approach is reported over such a broad bandgap range, yielding open-circuit voltages among the highest reported so far in this bandgap region. In Figure S4 and Table S1, Supporting Information, we provide a detailed literature analysis of reported champion open-circuit voltages and the corresponding \( V_{OC} \) deficits (the bandgap was determined based on EQE data provided in the manuscripts for a meaningful comparison.[104] see caption of Figure S4, Supporting Information) for \( 1.53 \text{ eV} \leq E_g \leq 1.87 \text{ eV} \) and encourage other researchers to use the provided data for future comparisons. As a result, devices with 2D/3D heterostructure exhibit a significant improvement in PCE compared to the 3D reference PSCs (Figure 1b). The \( J–V \) characteristics and photovoltaic parameters of the corresponding PSCs show that all devices exhibit a low hysteresis between reverse and forward scan (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The best-performing solar cell using an absorber with \( E_g \approx 1.65 \text{ eV} \) achieves a PCE of 19.2% in the reverse current density–voltage (\( J–V \)) scan under air-mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G) solar illumination. Furthermore, all PSCs deliver high stabilized PCEs of up to 17.9%, 17.6%, 17.2%, 15.6%, and 13.8% with increasing bandgap from 1.65 to 1.85 eV after 5 min of constant illumination at a constant voltage close to the MPP (Figure 1c). The stronger reduction in PCE for \( E_g > 1.74 \text{ eV} \) is mainly due to a larger \( V_{OC} \) deficit as already discussed.

### 2.2. 2D/3D Perovskite Heterostructure for Semitransparent Perovskite Solar Cells

In view of the remarkable performance enhancements demonstrated for various bandgaps of double-cation

---

**Figure 1.** Champion device data. a) Open-circuit voltage (\( V_{OC} \)) as a function of the perovskite bandgap for opaque perovskite solar cells (PSCs) with the structure as shown in the inset without (black) and with (red) 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure on top of the double-cation perovskite (FA\(_{0.83}\)Cs\(_{0.17}\)Pb\((\text{I}_{1-x}\text{Br}_x)\)) absorber layer. b) Power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the corresponding devices in the reverse current density-voltage scan under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination. c) Stabilized PCE of PSCs with 2D/3D heterostructure after 5 min constant illumination and at constant voltage close to the maximum power point.
FA_{0.83}Cs_{0.17}Pb(I_{1-x}Br_x)\_3 \) PSCs employing the 2D/3D heterostructure, we prepared a series of semitransparent PSCs with engineered bandgap, in which a semitransparent MoO_x/I TO rear electrode replaces the Au electrode (as illustrated in the cross-sectional SEM image in Figure 2a). MoO_x is chosen because of good band-alignment with spiro-MeOTAD and ITO and to prevent sputter damage.\[54\] Although the addition of this buffer layer is usually not desired due to some parasitic absorption,\[54\] we observe that the average transmittance of the semitransparent PSCS is hardly affected by MoO_x for energies below the bandgap of the perovskite absorbers (see Figure S6, Supporting Information). The device performance follows the same trend as the opaque devices with 2D/3D heterostructure yielding semitransparent PSCS with high V_OC, low hysteresis, and champion stabilized PCEs of 17.5%, 16.5%, 15.8%, 14.4%, and 12.1% with increasing bandgap from 1.65 to 1.85 eV (see champion and statistical photovoltaic parameters and J–V characteristics in Figures S7–S9, Supporting Information). We also performed initial stability measurements for all semitransparent PSCS by measuring the PCE at a constant voltage for 60 min during continuous 1 sun illumination (Figure S10, Supporting Information). We do not observe any reduction in the PCE for E_g ≤ 1.74 eV over that timescale. In contrast, the PCE for semitransparent PSCS with a higher Br content (i.e., γ = 0.48 or 0.56; E_g = 1.79 or 1.85 eV) only remains stable for a period of around 30 min and then starts to gradually decrease, which might be explained by enhanced phase segregation for these compositions.\[69\] To study possible degradation effects on longer timescales for E_g = 1.65 eV, we tracked the PCE for this composition (γ = 0.24) for 11 h (Figure S11, Supporting Information) and did not observe any degradation, revealing that phase segregation or other degradation effects do not play a significant role for this composition on the studied timescales.

The onset of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) shows a consistent shift toward shorter wavelength with increasing bandgap, resulting in more light being transmitted through the top semitransparent PSCS to reach the bottom cell in a tandem configuration (top panel of Figure 2b). In order to improve the transmission of the semitransparent PSCS, which is a critical requirement for tandem applications, MgF_2 is deposited as an anti-reflection coating on top of the rear ITO layer (see Figures S12 and S13, Supporting Information, for transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance of device stacks with and without MgF_2). While the MgF_2 layer at the rear side has no effect on the J_SC of the perovskite top solar cell (see EQE measurements with and without MgF_2 in Figure S14, Supporting Information), it enhances the average transmittance for energies below the bandgap of the perovskite. As a result, all semitransparent PSCS exhibit an average optical transmission of more than 70% for energies below the respective bandgap of the perovskite absorber in the long wavelength region (bottom panel of Figure 2b). To analyze the effect of the shorter effective light path in semitransparent PSCS on their J_SC (no reflective back electrode and hence loss of the transmitted light close to the bandgap, see Figure S13, Supporting Information), in Figure S15, Supporting Information, we normalized the EQEs shown in Figure 2b to their maximum at around 430 nm (where the transmittance is 0% for all bandgaps). In line with the absorptance measurements (Figure S13, Supporting Information), the relative EQE starts to be reduced for wavelengths above 500 nm for PSCS with a wider bandgap which can be ascribed to the limited absorptance closer to the perovskite bandgap. However, a slight decrease of the absolute EQE with increasing bandgap can be recognized even at wavelengths around 430 nm for which the absorptance in the perovskite absorbers is the same for all bandgaps (Figure 2b; Figure S13, Supporting Information). This effect might be ascribed to poorer charge extraction properties in Br-rich semitransparent PSCS due to energetic misalignment and/or enhanced carrier trapping, thus, further limiting the achievable PCE for wider bandgaps.

Finally, to even better understand and compare the relevant losses in our opaque and semitransparent PSCS with engineered bandgap, we plot the champion PCE and V_OC normalized to the Shockley–Queisser limit at the respective bandgaps (see Figure S16, Supporting Information). The trend for the relative V_OC is very similar for opaque and semitransparent PSCS, impressively reaching its maximum value (minimum V_OC deficit) for E_g = 1.74 eV in both cases. In contrast, while the relative PCE for opaque devices remains similar up to E_g = 1.74 eV with a subsequent drop (mainly due to the enhanced V_OC deficit), semitransparent PSCS already show a decrease of the relative PCE for E_g > 1.65 eV. This effect is mainly related to the additional loss in J_SC with increasing bandgap for semitransparent PSCS as compared to opaque PSCS as discussed above.

2.3. High-Efficiency Four-Terminal Perovskite-Based Tandems

In line with previous reports, the efficiencies of 4T tandem solar cells reported in this study are determined by mechanically...
stacking semitransparent perovskite filters (substrate area 225 mm²) with the exact same structure as the semitransparent PSCs with 2D/3D heterostructure on top of highly efficient interdigitated back contact (IBC) c-Si ($E_g = 1.1$ eV, PCE = 23.2%) or CIGS ($E_g = 1.13$ eV, PCE = 21.2%) solar cells, as illustrated in Figure 3a (see Figures S17 and S18, Supporting Information, for schematics of the layer stack and the measurement scheme for the 4T tandem solar cells respectively). It should be noted, that the c-Si bottom solar cell suffered from perimeter losses due to the fact that we used a relatively small aperture mask for the measurements (see Experimental Section for all details), and would have a ≈2% absolute higher efficiency under 1 sun illumination with a fitting mask. The optical properties (transmission and homogeneity) of the perovskite filters are very similar to that of the small-area semitransparent PSCs which allows us to use this method for estimating the achievable 4T tandem PCEs. In Figure 3b we show the stabilized PCEs of the top semitransparent PSCs (aperture area 5.6 mm²), the filtered bottom c-Si (aperture area 165 mm²) and CIGS (designated area 50 mm²) solar cells and that of the corresponding tandem solar cells (calculated by the addition of top and filtered bottom stabilized PCEs) for all investigated bandgaps. With increasing bandgap, a quasi-linear increase in the filtered PCE of the bottom c-Si and CIGS solar cells is observed in the considered energy range, which is due to the higher number of photons that are transmitted through the top semitransparent perovskite filter for wider bandgaps (Figure 2b), thereby enhancing the photo-generated $J_{SC}$ (Figure 3c). Linear fitting yields an increase in $J_{SC}$ of 1.95 mA cm⁻² and 2.19 mA cm⁻² per 0.1 eV for the c-Si and CIGS bottom cells, respectively. However, this increase does not completely compensate for the decrease in $J_{SC}$ with increasing bandgap of the top semitransparent PSCs, which is ≈2.86 mA cm⁻² per 0.1 eV. The difference in the slopes can, in addition to the already limited EQE of semitransparent PSCs with wider bandgaps as discussed above, be explained mainly by parasitic absorption of NIR light in the oxidized spiro-MeOTAD and most importantly the rear ITO layer as well as hardly avoidable reflection losses due to interference effects (compare Figures S12 and S13, Supporting Information). Therefore, the overall PCE of the 4T tandem solar cells for wider bandgaps is, in addition to the enhanced $V_{OC}$ deficit, expected to be also limited by a stronger loss of photo-generated $J_{SC}$ in the semitransparent PSCs as compared to its enhancement in the bottom cells. The CIGS solar cell generates ≈2 mA cm⁻² less $J_{SC}$ below the bandgap of the semitransparent perovskite filters in comparison to the c-Si solar cell due to its larger bandgap and slightly reduced EQE response at longer wavelengths (Figure S19, Supporting Information). Along with additional currents generated in the bottom cells, their $V_{OC}$ also slightly increases for wider bandgaps of the semitransparent perovskite filters, but only by ≈3–4 mV per 0.1 eV given the logarithmic dependence of $V_{OC}$ on light intensity.

The highest calculated stabilized PCEs for perovskite/c-Si and perovskite/CIGS 4T tandem solar cells reported in this study (both for $E_g = 1.65$ eV) are 25.7% and 25.0%, respectively. Up to $E_g ≈ 1.74$ eV very similar stabilized PCEs are observed with no particular trend, which then decreases with further increasing bandgap mainly due to the limited PCE of semitransparent PSCs with $E_g > 1.74$ eV as well as parasitic absorption of NIR light in the top cell, as discussed above in detail. The comparable tandem performance up to $E_g = 1.74$ eV is in good agreement with detailed-balance calculations (AM1.5G illumination, 25 °C) as well as energy yield modelling (employing real weather data for the simulations) for the 4T configuration, both showing high PCEs and energy yields for a broad range of top cell bandgaps around (1.8 ± 0.2) eV.[4,5,8,11,19,32] For comparison, in the 2T configuration only a narrow range of top cell bandgaps shows optimal PCEs and energy yields.[9,21,32] Despite the reduced stabilized PCEs for $E_g > 1.74$ eV, our work is the first detailed experimental examination of such simulations by employing semitransparent PSCs with engineered bandgap in combination with high-efficiency c-Si and CIGS bottom solar cells in a 4T tandem configuration.

The $J$–$V$ characteristics and EQE responses of the champion perovskite/c-Si and perovskite/CIGS 4T tandem solar cells (both for $E_g = 1.65$ eV) are depicted in Figure 4. Maximum EQEs around 70% are obtained for both c-Si and CIGS bottom cells, which is in line with the measured transmission of the semitransparent perovskite filters in the NIR region (Figure 2b). The photovoltaic
parameters for the corresponding top and bottom solar cells as well as the calculated 4T tandem PCEs are summarized in Table 1. In comparison to the single-junction standalone c-Si or CIGS solar cells, the perovskite/Si and perovskite/CIGS 4T tandem solar cells exhibit an absolute improvement in PCE of 2.5% and 3.8%, respectively, indicating the benefit of tandem configurations over single-junction solar cells. Nevertheless, the PCEs reported here are still below feasible PCEs of perovskite-based tandems. Hence, optical losses that reduce the photo-generated charge carrier densities, both in the top and the bottom cell should be considered. For example, to reduce the reflection and transmission losses one can employ light management schemes such as nanophotonics or interlayers,[17,60,66–67,108] as well as further improve the PSC layer stack (e.g., optimization of layer thicknesses and refractive indices and reduction of parasitic absorption).[56,57,67] This is feasible, for example, by employing a p-i-n structure to eliminate thick spiro-MeOTAD,[54,58,107] and more importantly by replacing the bottom and top ITO with less absorbing TCOs (which also possess a more suitable refractive index) such as indium zinc oxide (IZO), zirconium-doped indium oxide (IZRO), or hydrogen-doped indium oxide (IO:H).[14,34,49] Such improvements will further increase the overall PCE of 4T perovskite-based tandem solar cells toward 30% in the near future and are focus of our current work.

Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of champion semitransparent perovskite top solar cells ($E_g$ = 1.65 eV), standalone/filtered c-Si solar cell, and standalone/filtered CIGS solar cell. The stabilized PCEs of the perovskite top and filtered bottom solar cells and the corresponding calculated 4T tandem PCEs are given in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solar Cell Configuration</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
<th>Stabilized PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perovskite top solar cell ($E_g$ = 1.65 eV)</td>
<td>Reverse scan</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Si solar cell ($E_g$ = 1.1 eV)</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filtered</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T perovskite/c-Si</td>
<td>Reverse scan</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIGS solar cell ($E_g$ = 1.13 eV)</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filtered</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T perovskite/CIGS</td>
<td>Reverse scan</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate double-cation PSCs with engineered bandgap (FA$_{0.83}$Cs$_{0.17}$Pb(I$_{1-y}$Br$_y$)$_2$) $0.24 \leq y \leq 0.56$, 1.65 eV $\leq E_g \leq 1.85$ eV) which are passivated with a 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure by spin-coating n-butylammonium bromide on top of the perovskite absorbers. Impressively, the 2D passivation is effective for the whole investigated bandgap range, yielding PSCs with strongly enhanced open-circuit voltages (+45 mV improvement) and stabilized PCEs compared to reference devices without the heterostructure. Using this strategy, champion stabilized PCEs for 4T perovskite/c-Si and perovskite/CIGS tandem solar cells of 25.7%
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of the precursor solution was varied between 0.24 ± 0.05 in steps of 3Å ± 0.08. The perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 0.83 mmol formamidinium iodide (Dyesol, CAS: 879643-71-7), 0.17 mmol CsI (Alfa Aesar, CAS: 7789-17-5), (2/3 ± 0.0) mmol PbI₂ (Alfa Aesar, CAS: 10031-22-8) in a 1 mL solvent mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide (Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 68-12-2):dimethylsulfoxide (Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 67-68-5) 4:1 (v/v). The double-cation perovskite absorber layer was deposited on top of SnO₂ (after a short oxygen plasma treatment for 1 min) from solution using a two-step spin coating process: i) 1000 rpm for 10 s, ii) 5000 rpm for 30 s. Chlorobenzene (100 µL, Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 108-90-7) was poured on the spinning substrate 10 s before the end of the second step. The samples were annealed at 100 °C for 30 min in inert nitrogen atmosphere. The 2D/3D heterostructure was processed by dynamically spin-coating 100 µL of n-BABr (Dyesol, CAS: 15567-09-6) dissolved in isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS: 67-63-0) at a concentration of 2 mg mL⁻¹ at 5000 rpm for 30 s on top of the perovskite absorber layer with a subsequent annealing at 100 °C for 5 min in inert nitrogen atmosphere. As HTL, spiro-OMeTAD (≈220–250 nm thickness) was deposited by spin-coating at 4000 rpm for 30 s. The corresponding precursor solution contained 80 mg spiro-OMeTAD (Luminescence Technology) dissolved in 1 mL chlorobenzene with the additives 17.5 µL lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 90076-65-6) (520 mg mL⁻¹ in acetonitrile) and 28.5 µL 4-tert butylpyridine (Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 3978-81-2). The samples covered with spiro-
O-MeTAD were exposed to dry air (~25% relative humidity) for ~12 h before a 60 nm thick Au electrode was deposited by thermal evaporation through shadow masks to define the active area to 10.5 mm². In the current study the V_OC of the champion device reported in our last work, as shown in Figure S4, Supporting Information (E_Z = 1.17 eV; V_OC = 1.31 eV), could not be reproduced.[97] One important reason for that is the poorer quality of the precursor material PbI₂ during the course of this study, which is the key component in fabricating highly efficient PSCs. TCI even suspended their delivery from March 2019 onward because of these quality issues (see Notes at: https://www.tcichemicals.com/eshop/en/us/Commodity/L0279/).

The front and rear ITO (for semitransparent perovskite solar cells with active area 10.5 mm²) were deposited using a Kurt J. Lesker PVD-75 thin-
film deposition system. The following sputter parameters were used for the front (rear) ITO: Power 50 W (50 W), substrate temperature = 300 °C (25 °C), deposition time = 2000 s (2300 s), pressure = 0.8 mTorr (0.8 mTorr), O₂ to argon ratio = 3.5% (2.5%), and thickness = 135 nm (~150 nm). Before the deposition of the rear ITO, ~10 nm of MoO₃ (Sigma Aldrich) was evaporated on top of spiro-MeOTAD at a rate of 0.8 Å s⁻¹ using a Lesker Spectros system at 6 × 10⁻² mbar pressure. To increase the conductivity of the rear ITO, ~75 nm Au fingers were deposited by thermal evaporation at a rate of 2 Å s⁻¹ using a shadow mask. As an anti-reflection coating, magnesium fluoride (MgF₂) was deposited by thermal evaporation on top of the rear ITO using Lesker Spectros PVD system at a rate of 3.4 Å s⁻¹ at 6 × 10⁻⁶ mbar pressure. It shall be noted that using, for example, silicone or paraffin oil as an optical coupler would result in a slightly more effective suppression of multiple reflections between the top and bottom cell in a 4T tandem configuration. For the measurements of the bottom cells in a 4T configuration, semitransparent perovskite filters with the same structure and optical properties as that of the semitransparent perovskite solar cells were prepared (225 mm² substrate size) to suppress reflection between the top and bottom solar cells.

**4. Experimental Section**

**Fabrication of Perovskite Solar Cells:** The perovskite solar cells with the layer stack glass/ITO/nanoparticle-based SnO₂ (np-SnO₂)/
FA₀.₅Cs₀.₅Pb(IₓBr₁₋ₓ)₃/2,7,7',7”-tetrakis(N,N'-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9'-spirobifluorene (spiro-MeOTAD)/Au were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The glass substrates with 120 nm thick ITO coating (sheet resistance ≤10° Ω), weighted ~10 mm², were cleaned as follows: i) 5 min ultrasonic cleaning in acetone and isopropanol followed by 3 min of oxygen plasma treatment. As an anti-reflection coating, 100 nm thick SnO₂ ETL was deposited on the ITO substrate by sputtering a metal grid and an anti-reflective MgF₂ coating on top, the latter was deposited on the ITO substrate by sputtering a metal grid and an anti-reflective MgF₂ coating on top, the layer stack glass/ITO/nanoparticle-based SnO₂ (np-SnO₂)/
FA₀.₅Cs₀.₅Pb(IₓBr₁₋ₓ)₃/2,7,7’,7”-tetrakis(N,N'-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (spiro-MeOTAD)/Au was fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The glass substrates with 120 nm thick ITO coating (sheet resistance ≤10° Ω), weighted ~10 mm², were cleaned as follows: i) 5 min ultrasonic cleaning in acetone and isopropanol followed by 3 min of oxygen plasma treatment. As an anti-reflection coating, 100 nm thick SnO₂ ETL was deposited on the ITO substrate by sputtering a metal grid and an anti-reflective MgF₂ coating on top, the

**Fabrication of CIGS Bottom Solar Cells:** The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109] The CIGS solar cells were fabricated following the device fabrication process described in the earlier work.[109]
bottom cells were corrected to account for the finger lines of the metal grid (shading effect).

**Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM):** Focused ion beam (FIB) assisted SEM was performed using a Zeiss Crossbeam 1540 EsB scanning electron microscope. A FIB with a gallium source was used for creating a cut through the entire sample. 1–2 keV was typically used for capturing an image. The top view SEM images were taken with Zeiss LEO1530 microscope having an in-lens detector and an aperture size of 20 μm.

**UV–Vis Spectrophotometry:** The transmittance and reflectance measurements were performed using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer employed with an integrating sphere. The illumination spot was set as large as possible to average over possible slight inhomogeneities of the films.

**X-Ray Diffraction:** The crystal structure of perovskite layers for different bandgaps were examined by XRD (D2Phaser – Bruker) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å) in Bragg–Brentano configuration using a LynxEye detector. The measurements were performed on unfinished device stacks with the same layer sequence as the perovskite solar cells, that is, glass/ITO/np-SnO2/FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I1−xBrx)3.

**Supporting Information**

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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